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Nuclear fuel performance under normal operating conditions and extreme accident conditions have 
studied using experimental procedures to investigate the microstructural and thermophysical 
properties of the fuel. Attention has been drawn to the catastrophic nuclear power station accident 
at the Fukushima Daiichi in Japan. After the reactor system's failure, efforts are focused on 
preventing the existing nuclear fuel, uranium dioxide (UO2), and zirconium (Zr), system from 
melting. Research is required to replace the fuel and clad system with a more robust system that 
can withstand accidents. With the recognition of associated risks with the current fuel, hence, 
developing an accident-tolerant fuel (ATF) became a major motivation for research. In this work, 
Molybdenum (Mo) has been deployed as an additive material in UO2 fuel due to its high thermal 
conductivity, high boiling point, high melting point, and low thermal neutron absorption cross-
section. 
 
The nuclear reactor safety analysis showed that thermal conductivity is an essential property of 
fuel because it regulates fuel operating temperature and therefore influences the safety of reactor 
operation. Low thermal conductivity leads to the rapid meltdown at the core of the fuel pellet during 
the loss of coolant scenario. Apart from thermal conductivity, pellet microstructure and density 
also played an essential role in fission gas buildup and release, the accumulation of the fission gas 
in form of voids in the center of fuel pellets. Therefore, three major critical areas of focus have 
been identified in this research: i) Enhanced thermal conductivity of UO2-Mo composite fuel for 
high-temperature accident scenarios, ii) Evaluation of the pellet microstructure, grain size, texture, 
and grain boundary character distribution in UO2-Mo composites, and iii) Optimizing the high 
densification of the UO2-Mo composite fuel pellets. 
 
One of the limitations of the accident-tolerant fuel has the difficulty of processing dense pellets by 
the conventional sintering methods. Hence the fabricating of UO2-Mo composite fuels by spark 
plasma sintering (SPS) was proposed, and the effect of the sintering parameters on the density, 
microstructure, and thermal conductivity of UO2-Mo composite fuel have established. Finally, a 
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1.1 Nuclear power 
Due to climate change, there is an ever-growing need to produce large amounts of energy while 
avoiding harm to the environment that occurs through the generation of carbon dioxide (CO2). 
Nuclear energy is a fully developed technology that can be reliably used as a source of clean energy 
on-demand, without CO2 production. A nuclear power station is a thermal power plant in which a 
nuclear reactor (atomic pile) is a heat source that is used to produce steam, which moves a turbine 
connected to a generator to generate electricity [1]. After discovering the first neutron in 1932, the 
nuclear chain reaction concept was brought out by nuclear reactions based on neutrons. Shortly 
after that, scientists raised their ideas of a simple, standard reactor in 1933. Such concepts were 
realized in 1938 when the reactor was developed using uranium fuel, Subsequently, in 1939, the 
scientists “Szilard and Fermi,” identified that several neutrons were also released during fission, 
creating the opportunity for nuclear chain reaction [2].  
Nuclear fuel is the most important element of nuclear power plants; it is the substance that creates 
nuclear fission and heat. The atoms of the nuclear fuel hit by the slow neutrons, and they will split; 
by splitting, they emit energy, which creates heat. Similarly, they will release two or three neutrons 
to create a self-chain reaction to continue the process. Today’s primary fuel in the nuclear industry 
was uranium dioxide (UO2) this fuel can withstand complex thermo-mechanical and harsh 
irradiation environments. The fission reaction can create many different products like various 
oxide, gas bubbles, metallic precipitates, and solid solutions that can be identified in the fuel matrix 
[3]. The future nuclear reactors are classified as Generation IV in-designs, as shown in Figure 1.1. 
There are various types of nuclear reactors in operation today, all of which are classified as 
generation II and III type designs, as discussed in Section 1.2. Generation III+ reactors feature 
enhancements to the existing generation III reactors, and generation IV reactors are novel reactors 





1.2 Nuclear reactors 
The first artificial nuclear plant called Chicago Pile-1 was created in late 1942 at the University of 
Chicago.  The structure of this reactor contained wood, which supports the reactor graphite blocks, 
inserted in natural uranium oxide ‘pseudospheres’ or ‘briquettes’[5]. “World’s first nuclear power 
plant” named experimental breeder reactor (EBR-1) having an output of 200 kW electricity, has 
now be seen in the museum. Initially, it is called “Chicago Pile-4,” and was operated by the U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission [6,7]. The nuclear power plant’s development continued, and various 
technological advances in terms of costs, safety, and performance. The Generation-I are the first 
commercial power plants they were gas-cooled and had graphite as a moderator or were water-
cooled and moderated. Generation-II reactors are the standard light-water pressurized and boiling 
water reactors are in operation today. The Generation-III models are under construction in many 
countries, the design is based on the current light-water reactor (LWR) with enhanced performance 
and extended design lifetimes, which prevents core damage. Currently, nuclear research has been 
focused on Generation-IV reactors. These are aimed to improve safety, accident-tolerance, 
efficiency, and should have a lower cost. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: A simple illustrative diagram of various generations of nuclear power reactors [8]. 
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1.2.1 Types of nuclear reactors 
Worldwide, there are four main types of reactors in operation today used to generate commercial 
electricity. Figure 1.2. shows various nuclear power reactor designs. Both the pressurized water 
reactor (PWR) and boiling-PWR use enriched UO2 as fuel and light water (H2O) as coolant and 
moderator. The pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR)-Canada Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) 
uses natural UO2 as fuel and heavy water (D2O) as coolant and moderator. The advanced gas-cooled 
reactor (AGR) utilizes UO2 as fuel, CO2 as coolant, and graphite (C) as a moderator [9–11]. These 
various models use different enrichments of uranium dioxide for fuel, different moderators to slow 





























Example: A typical CANDU reactor 
The use of natural uranium fuel and utilizing heavy water is a fundamental concept in CANDU 
reactors. Heavy pressure tube water-moderated reactors were first developed in Canada but are 
now located in many other countries. The natural UO2 is placed in a zircaloy-clad of 37 fuel pins, 
about 1.3 cm in diameter, and is 49 cm long. The twelve fuel bundles are loaded into each calandria 
tube and kept end to end in a pressure tube in which the pressure flows at about 10 MPa, 1450 psi, 
D2O. The CANDU reactor core contains 380 secure calandria tubes in a stable vessel with a D2O 
moderator, resulting in a core consisting of approximately 100,000 kg of natural UO2. In each 
pressure tube, the coolant passes through about 265 oC and exits at roughly 310 oC; a typical 
CANDU core is about 4 m high and about 7 m in diameter [9,12,13]. 
 
1.3 Moderators 
A moderator slows down neutrons in the nuclear reactor so that the neutrons can be absorbed by 
the fuel and create chain nuclear reactions. The materials used for moderation must possess a 
specific set of properties, including a high neutron scattering cross-section and low neutron 
absorption cross-section. As a result of collisions between neutrons and nuclei, a moderator should 
be able to slow down neutrons to an acceptable speed. For this reason, the lighter elements are 
more efficient moderators [14]. Table 1.1 illustrates the common moderators having a low neutron 











Light water (H2O) 













1.3.1 Types of moderators  
There are different types of moderating materials, each with its conditions under which it is most 
efficiently used. Typically used moderator materials are light water, heavy water, and graphite. 
(i) Light water (H2O) — is commonly used in light water reactors. Hydrogen operates well as 
a neutron moderator due to its mass, almost identical to that of a neutron. One collision will 
significantly reduce the neutron’s speed resulting from the laws of conservation of energy 
and momentum. Besides, light water is easily accessible and inexpensive. However, the 
neutrons are relatively more likely to be captured by 238U and less likely used to fission 
235U, so light water reactors require enriched uranium to operate. 
(ii) Heavy water (D2O) — is commonly used in heavy water reactors (e.g., CANDU). Heavy 
water has comparable benefits to light water, with the addition of deuterium atoms creating 
a lower neutron absorption cross-section. The reactors with heavy water moderator can 
utilize natural uranium.  
(iii) Graphite (carbon) — is commonly used in pebble-bed reactors (PBR) and reactor Bolshoy 
Moshchnosty Kanalny (RBMK) reactors. Like a heavy water reactor, some of these reactors 
can use natural uranium. However, at high temperatures, graphite can be oxidized, reducing 
its efficiency as a moderator [16].  
1.4 Control rods 
To control the fission reaction of the nuclear fuel, the control rods in the reactor will adjust the 
number of slow neutrons and to maintain the fission chain reaction at a safe level. These control 
rods consist of strong neutron absorbers such as boron (B), hafnium (Hf), or cadmium (Cd). Their 
insertion controls the reactor in multiple ways during the power operations, and when fully inserted, 
they could shut down the reactor operation. While some classes of power reactors have channels 
reserved for the control rods within the designed fuel assemblies, some systems place the control 
rods between the fuel assemblies [17]. The energy produced from the fission process is generally 
in the form of the kinetic energy of the fission fragments, which is usually transferred to the coolant 
in the form of water. The water acts as both a neutron moderator, as it slows down the fission 
neutrons to the thermal energies, and as heat transfer fluid. The chain reaction is monitored by 
control rods. In the core, the thermal energy is removed by the water to an exterior thermal-energy 
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converter. For example, in BWRs, steam is released for use in the turbine. Similarly, in PWRs, a 
heat exchanger releases steam for the turbine[18].  
1.5 Nuclear fission 
Nuclear fission is the primary process of generating nuclear energy in a nuclear reactor. An unstable 
nucleus must first interact with a neutron before any nuclear fission takes place. The energy from 
the fission process makes use of varying binding energies of the nucleus of the atom. A typical 
distribution of fission product yield is shown in Figure 1.3, where the atomic mass of fission 
products is plotted against the percentage yield in a fuel composed of 65% Uranium and 35% 
Plutonium. These products resulting from fission reactions are regulated by statistical probability, 
but it is difficult to predict the precise way in which a single nucleus will split. Therefore, the law 
of conservation of energy is required to evaluate the total number of nucleons (protons or neutrons), 
and energy that is produced [19].  
 




The typical fission reactions can be illustrated as:  
                              𝑛 + 𝑈 → 𝐵𝑎 + 𝐾𝑟 + 3𝑛 + 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (170 𝑀𝑒𝑉)                           (1.1) 
                            𝑛 +  𝑈 →  𝑋𝑒 +  𝑆𝑟 + 2𝑛 + 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (200 𝑀𝑒𝑉)                          (1.2) 
Equation (1.1) above illustrates the conservation of nucleons, which is 235 + 1 = 141 +92 + 3, but 
the energy released is known to be equivalent to the small loss in the atomic mass. However, the 
fission products of Ba and Kr isotopes will further undergo beta decay and form the more stable 
isotopes of neodymium (Nd) and yttrium (Y), with the production of several electrons [19]. This 
beta decay, with some additional gamma rays, makes the fission products highly radioactive.  
 
 
Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of the fission process involving a Uranium-235 nucleus capturing 




1.6 Nuclear fission reaction rate 
In nuclear and particle physics, the interactions of neutrons with matter can be either absorption or 
scattering reactions. Absorption can result in the disappearance of free neutrons, leading to a 
nuclear fission reaction. Scattering results in the change of neutron energy and the direction of a 
neutron's motion [10]. Therefore, the probability of occurring of the reactions depends mainly on 
the neutrons' energy and the characteristics of the nucleus of the atom with which neutron is 
interacting. We can calculate the rate of reaction of the neutron with the target through the 
following equation:  
                                                            𝑅 =    (𝑛𝑉)                                                              (1.3) 
Where 𝑅 is the reaction rate,    is thermal neutron flux (neutrons/cm2/s),  is thermal neutron 
cross-section of 235U (cm2), 𝑛 is the density (atoms/cm3), and 𝑉 is the volume (cm3). 
For example, a typical CANDU reactor fuel reaction rate can be calculated N = nV (number of 
target nuclei in a fuel element of volume V): 
                                            𝑁 = 𝑛𝑉 =  𝜌 𝑉 × 𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ×                                            (1.4) 
Where 𝜌 is the density of material (g/cm3), 𝑉 is the volume, 𝑀 is the molar mass of an element 
(g/mol), 𝑁  is Avogadro’s number 6.022 × 1023 mol-1 [21]. 
A typical CANDU reactor uses cylindrical-shape UO2 fuel pellets of 12 mm diameter and 20 mm 
height. We can consider the density of UO2 to be 10.6 g/cm3, with molar mass 270.03 g/mol, and 
enrichment 0.7 wt%, an average thermal neutron cross-section  = 585 × 10-24 cm2, thermal neutron 
flux of   = 1014 (neutrons/cm2/s). 
From equation (1.4): 






= 3.74 × 10  (𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠). 




× 585 × 10 (𝑐𝑚 ) × 3.74 × 10  
= 2.19 × 10  (𝑓𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛/𝑠). 
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1.7 Nuclear fuel 
1.7.1 Uranium dioxide (UO2) fuel 
Over the last many years, the energy sector has undergone immense changes. Energy consumption 
has been increasing dramatically, and as a result, we are experiencing the exhaustion of fossil 
energy resources and environmental pollution, which threatens us with an increase in greenhouse 
gases. Many countries recognize the severity of these issues and seek sustainable and competitive 
energy sources as a possible solution. Nuclear fuel is a well-known candidate as it is a sustainable, 
energy-dense fuel. Nuclear reactors accounted for ~11% of the electricity generated in Canada 
[22,23], a number that is increasing each year. 
The frequently used nuclear fuel is uranium (U), generally in the oxide form UO2 [11]. Uranium 
has two isotopes uranium-235 (235U) and uranium-238 (238U). In nuclear power reactors, 235U is 
required for nuclear fuel to sustain a chain reaction. A typical chain reaction is shown in Figure 
1.4. Unfortunately, natural uranium contains only 0.72% of 235U and the remaining 99.27% of 238U. 
Therefore, the concentration of 235U must be enhanced by enrichment [24]. For instance, the 
generation III boiling water reactors (BWR) and the pressurized water reactors (PWR) need 2.5% 
and 3.5% of enrichment, respectively; light water (H2O) absorbs neutrons and slows them down. 
The Canada Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) and Magnox reactors can use natural uranium (238U) 
as fuel without any enrichment due to the use of heavy water (D2O) and graphite as a moderator 
[9]. 
However, the UO2 fuel can withstand harsh irradiation environments, it has high melting points, 
and phase stability; reduces radioactive waste; and has enhanced oxidation resistance compared to 
metallic, nitrides, silicides, and mixed oxide fuels [25,26]. Nevertheless, the major drawback of the 
present UO2-zircalloy system is the low thermal conductivity of the UO2 fuels, which further 
decreases with oxidation, increasing temperatures, and radiation dosages. Therefore, the search for 
fissile materials with enhanced thermal conductivity is necessary. The concept of adding high 
thermal conductivity material into a UO2 fuel pellet has been widely studied [25]. An essential 
parameter in the reactor design and safety of UO2 is the thermal conductivity that governs the 
transfer of heat produced from the fission to steam and electricity [22]. Accident-tolerant fuels 
(ATFs) are expected to improve fuel performance during regular operation due to enhanced 
thermophysical properties [25,27].  
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1.7.2 Accident-tolerant fuels (ATF’s) 
Accident-tolerant fuel became a significant focus area after Fukushima, investigating the accident-
tolerance properties of fuel materials has become an important issue. Currently, uranium dioxide 
is the standard fuel use in nuclear reactors, but the fact that the thermal conductivity degrades as 
temperature increases necessitate the search for fissile materials with enhanced thermophysical 
properties. Recently, ATF’s concepts are promising due to improved thermophysical properties 
compared to UO2 fuel, with the necessary thermal conductivity [3,28–30]. ATF’s can be classified 
as metallic and composite fuels.  
Metallic fuels, namely Uranium Molybdenum (UMo), Uranium Nitride (UN), Uranium Diboride 
(UB2), and Uranium Silicide (U-Si) and its compounds are considered as nuclear reactor fuels. In 
metallic fuels, the metal elements are alloyed by various kinds’ fabrication like powder metallurgy 
route, tri-arc melting, and liquid phase sintering, and so on with some different additives. It has 
been explained that the additive element concentration up to 10 wt. % can exhibit favorable 
outcomes relating to fissile uranium density, and irradiation performance [31]. The metallic fuels 
have superior mechanical properties formed by the concentration of metal range [32]. Hence, the 
advantages of metallic fuels are much higher heat conductivity than oxide fuels, but they cannot 
be used at high temperatures.  
The metallic fuels are usually alloyed with the standard pure uranium, the alloy elements like Al, 
Zr, Si, Mo, etc., because this kind of metallic fuel has a higher fissile atom density. Furthermore, 
the suggested elements are also used with plutonium and actinides as a part of the nuclear fuel 
cycle. These fuels have high thermal conductivity due to their electronic contribution. Metallic 
fuels seem to be promising, but they have the main limitations related to high-temperature 
oxidation, low melting point, and fuel swelling, which impact the possible application as accident-
tolerant fuel. Upon the critical evaluation of the limitations of the proposed metallic fuels, there is 
a need for future research to develop composite fuels.  
In composite fuels, the excellent thermal properties, good fissile material density, good irradiation 
performance, and superior mechanical properties are achievable, depending on the concentration 
of metal added [31,33]. The additive materials, such as Mo, BeO, SiC, and diamond, have been 
proposed to improve the thermophysical properties of UO2 [34,35]. The fundamental features that 
make these additives candidate materials are high thermal conductivity, high melting point, high 
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boiling point, and low thermal neutron absorption cross-section [35]. In metallics, the thermal 
conductivity increases with increasing temperature, opposite to UO2. Of the mentioned materials, 
Mo is a primary candidate due to its low thermal neutron absorption cross-section, phase stability, 
and high melting point [33,36]. 
The composite fuels can be created in a few ways, by producing a higher heat conducting 
percolation pathway or a higher thermal conducting secondary particle distributed homogeneously 
in a matrix material (UO2). However, most thermal energy could be conducted through a 
percolation pathway because thermal energy must pass through both higher thermal conducting 
secondary particles and lower thermal conducting UO2 matrix in the composite. In turn, forming a 
higher heat conducting percolation pathway can lead to more efficiency of conducting heat because 
less thermal energy is conducted through the lower thermal conducting UO2 matrix. Therefore, 
composite fuel manufacturing containing such a percolation pathway or a higher thermal 
conducting secondary particle distributed homogeneously in a matrix material (UO2) is 
challenging. To obtain the desired properties of the composites, it is also essential to ensure that 
the pellets have a uniform distribution of materials and high densification. To achieve high density 
and uniform distribution, the choice of synthesis route is crucial. Previous studies by Finkeldei et 
al. [26] and Kim et al. [35] attempted to produce UO2-Mo composite fuel through conventional 
sintering; these studies show that although significant improvements have been made in traditional 
sintering of UO2-Mo, sintering by the conventional methods is limited and cannot be used to 











1.8 Objectives of the thesis 
The general objective of my research is to investigate the microstructural and thermophysical 
properties of UO2-Mo composite fuel using experimental procedures. Therefore, the specific 
objectives are as follows: 
 
Objective 1: To evaluate the microstructural properties such as morphology, grain size, texture, 
and grain boundary character distribution of the UO2-Mo pellets. Also, to evaluate the Mo particle 
size experimentally, to tune the microstructural characteristics of UO2-Mo composite fuel. 
 
Objective 2: To optimize the high densification of pure and Mo doped UO2 pellets, and to 
determine the structural analysis of the UO2-Mo pellets. 
 
Objective 3: To enhance the thermophysical properties of UO2-Mo composite fuel pellets 
compared with the UO2 pellets. Also, to analyze different processing parameters on the 
thermophysical properties of composite fuel pellets.  
 
Characterization of the samples was done to obtain phase distribution and morphology using 
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and scanning electron microscope (SEM)/ electron 
backscattered diffraction (EBSD). Structural analysis was obtained using X-ray diffractometry 











2.1 Degradation of uranium dioxide (UO2) fuel  
Uranium dioxide is the standard fuel use in nuclear reactors, but the fact that the thermal 
conductivity degrades as temperature increases necessitate the search for fissile materials with 
enhanced thermophysical properties. Recently, accident-tolerant nuclear fuel concepts are 
promising due to improving thermal properties as compared to UO2. During the reactor operations, 
the fuel is exposed to high temperatures and water vapor. The potential availability of oxygen and 
water may also impact the behavior of accident-tolerant fuel. ATF fuel has to withstand also high 
elevated temperatures during the operation conditions. However, accident-tolerant nuclear fuel is 
usually alloyed with metallic elements and metals often oxidize at a high rate at high temperatures. 
According to the following literature review, the UO2 with the addition of Mo showed less 
oxidation than other accident-tolerant nuclear fuels. Therefore, the literature survey will discuss 
accident-tolerant fuels with high oxidation resistance at high temperatures. 
2.1.1 Degradation of UO2 fuel in the air 
The oxidation of uranium dioxide (UO2) exposed to air during normal or high-temperature 
operating conditions, has been widely investigated for 40 years [37]. Oxidation is relevant in 
various stages, including dry storage, utilization of disposing of nuclear fuel, storage of UO2 
powder, and fuel-recycling processes [38,39]. The oxidation of UO2 fuel is a two-step reaction: 
                                           𝑈𝑂  → 𝑈 𝑂 /𝑈 0 → 𝑈 𝑂 .                                                         (2.1) 
The UO2 starting material adopts a crystal structure like calcium fluoride (CaF2). The oxidation of 
the intermediate products, tetragonal oxide (U3O7), or triuranium octoxide (U3O8), are by-products 
of this structure because the interstitial oxygen atoms occupy vacant cubic sites in the fluorite-type 
lattice [40,41]. The formation of U3O7 and U4O9 from UO2 results in a slight volume reduction, as 
U3O8 has a distinctly different crystal structure and density that is 23% less than that of UO2, which 
results in a 36% net volume increase [37]. Thus, the formation of U3O8 can result in the sheath's 




2.1.2 Degradation of UO2 fuel in steam 
The oxidation state of nuclear fuel depends on the fission products' release from the defective rods. 
When the coolant enters via the defect site from the fuel-to-clad gap oxidation will occur [44]. 
After initial oxidation of the fuel sheath, a significant amount of hydrogen is produced, fuel 
oxidation occurs, and hyperstoichiometric urania (UO2+x) is formed [45]. Higher oxidation state 
oxides are built with different structures and lattice constants, and as the concentration of oxygen 
in the interstitials increases, and the concentration of oxygen vacancy decreases [46]. This can lead 
to a rise in the level of uranium vacancies to maintain local electrical neutrality. An increase in the 
oxygen/uranium (O/U) ratio leads to increased uranium vacancies and greater diffusion of fission 
products. Fuel oxidation can significantly enhance fission-product transport by diffusion, as 
described by Szpunar et al. [46]. It was also observed experimentally [45,47] that fuel oxidation 
significantly increases fission products' volatility. Furthermore, the higher number of defects in 
hyperstoichiometric uranium dioxide drastically decreases the phonon contribution to the thermal 
conductivity, as identified experimentally by Amaya et al. [27,48]. This fuel thermal conductivity 
reduction can cause a significant temperature increase in operating fuel elements. Therefore, it is 
crucial to monitor the fuel oxidation state when identifying accident scenarios accurately. 
2.2 Degradation of accident-tolerant fuels (ATF’s) 
Current metallic composite fuel concepts are promising due to their improved thermomechanical 
properties in comparison to UO2. During nuclear plant operations, the fuel is exposed to high 
temperatures and water vapor. This oxygen and water may also impact the behavior of the fuel. 
Therefore, it is essential to understand the oxidation kinetics of metallic composite fuels in high-
temperature environments and the impact that this has on the real-time application of the accident-
tolerant fuels. Fuels with lower oxidation resistance at high temperatures are inappropriate for use 







2.2.1 Degradation of UN-UO2 accident-tolerant composite fuel 
 UN-UO2 composite pellets were subjected to hydrothermal oxidation in a water-filled static 
autoclave at temperatures from 250 to 350 oC and pressure of 16.5 MPa [49]. The post-autoclave 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) peaks of uranium nitride (UN)- 5 wt% UO2 and UN-10 wt% UO2 pellets 
exhibited the patterns that correspond to α-U2N3; some primary peaks overlapped due to the 
presence of these two phases. The XRD patterns illustrated a reduction in the full width and half 
maximum (FWHM) of the first two peaks of UO2 at (29.0 and 33.6 2 values). At temperatures of 
275 and 300 oC, the patterns of 5 and 10 wt% specimens suggest that the UO2 crystallites increased 
in size during the hydrothermal oxidation process. The resultant peak broadened due to an 
oxynitride layer from dissolved oxygen or nitrogen into the UO2 and UN2 lattices [49,50]. There 
exists also, microstructural studies using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) in backscattered 
electron (BSE) mode, revealing that the oxidation process firstly attacks the grain boundaries and 
spallation beginning at the corners of the pellet [49]. Further, attacks increase with increases in 
autoclave temperature. The surfaces of UN- 5 wt% UO2 and UN-10 wt% UO2 composites corroded 
at 250 oC, where dark and light phases are noted, as shown in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1: SEM micrographs of UN-5 wt% UO2 and UN-10 wt% UO2 composites pellets corroded 
at 250 oC and UN-10 wt% UO2 composites pellets corroded at 275 oC. The top images represent 
the middle region of the pellets, which exhibit less corrosion; the bottom images are taken from the 
outer edge of the pellets and are heavily corroded. The edge and grain boundaries are attacked [49]. 
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The dark phase was observed as an oxide with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis 
shown in Figure 2.2. These combined micrographs with EDS analysis show that the oxide nucleates 
on grains and propagates through the grains' surface. The increase in autoclave temperature at 275–
350 oC shows that the grains exhibited clear separation at the grain boundaries. The individual 
grain sludge from 275–300 oC show less granular deterioration than pellets at 325–350 oC, which 
show a more substantial attack. However, Rao et al. [51] and Sunder et al. [52] claimed that the 
UN converts quickly to UO2 as the final phase upon exposure to water, or U3O8 in pure UN 
specimens, which had no starting UO2 phase.  
Figure 2.2: EDS analysis of an UN-5 wt% UO2 composite pellet surface corroded at 250 oC 
showing distinct nitrogen and oxygen-rich regions [49]. 
2.2.2 Degradation of UN-U3Si2 accident-tolerant composite fuel 
In a study by Johnson et al. [53], the authors explored the oxidation behavior of various accident-
tolerant fuels candidates such as UN, U3Si2, U3Si5, and UN-U3Si2 (10%) composites under different 
conditions, which were then evaluated and compared with the standard UO2 as a reference point. 
These oxidation reactions occur in any high-temperature, high-oxygen environment, and all of the 
fuels, as mentioned earlier, can oxidize. Generally, in light water reactors (LWR), oxidation will 
be driven by interactions between fuel and water. In this case, the equations projected for the 
oxidation of the fuels can be given as follows:  
                                         3𝑈𝑂 + 2𝐻 𝑂 → 𝑈 𝑂 + 2𝐻                                                         (2.2) 
                                 3𝑈𝑁 + 8𝐻 𝑂 → 𝑈 𝑂 + 3𝑁𝐻 + 3.5𝐻                                                  (2.3) 
                                  𝑈 𝑆𝑖 + 12𝐻 𝑂 → 𝑈 𝑂 + 2𝑆𝑖𝑂 + 12𝐻                                                (2.4) 
                                    𝑈 𝑆𝑖 + 18𝐻 𝑂 → 𝑈 𝑂 + 5𝑆𝑖𝑂 + 18𝐻                                              (2.5) 
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In each case, a reduction in density is exhibited between the initial phase and U3O8 (final product 
for each reaction). The reduction of these outcomes is from converting the initially solid material 
into finer particulates and the formation of hydrogen gas. The authors explored the thermo-
gravimetric analysis (TGA) in high temperatures in the air environment compared to steam 
environments. In air environments, the oxidation occurs solely through reaction with dioxygen (O2) 
gas, while the product of oxidation remains U3O8. The existing studies focus on relating the 
differences in reaction rate for the various fuel candidates compared to UO2, as shown in Figure 
2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3: TGA analysis of the oxidation reactions of UO2, UN, U3Si2, U3Si5, and UN-U3Si2 
composite fuels [53]. 
In the case of standard UO2, the onset oxidation reaction occurred at 405 oC, while the maximum 
rate of 10% per minute was noted at 440 oC. The formation of UO2 to U3O8 was studied by 
McEachern et al. [37]. This reaction typically causes a 3.95% mass gain and causes the creation of 
a fine powder residue. In comparison, for the UN, the onset of the oxidation reaction occurred at 
320 oC, and the maximum rate was noted at 360 oC. The oxidation itself is very rapid and reached 
a peak consumption rate of nearly 50% per minute. A final mass gain of 11.4% was noted, 
suggesting the production of U3O8. This assumption was confirmed by the EDS of the final results, 
which showed 15.1% ± 0.2 oxygen [54]. In the case of U3Si2 and U3Si5, the oxidation reaction was 
also rapid, and the gained mass was 20% and 24%, respectively, consistent with the oxidation 
reactions proposed in Equations 2.4 and 2.5, suggesting the production of U3O8 and SiO [55]. The 
UN-U3Si2 (10%) composite showed a similar trend like the UN's oxidation reaction with a slight 
mass gain in the composite. This seems to suggest a more complex behavior of oxidation between 
the UN and U3Si2. These results indicate that the oxidation of highly porous UN and U3Si5 is 
noticeably less than of the other composites. 
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2.2.3 Degradation of U-10 wt% Mo accident-tolerant fuel 
Kang et al. [56] explored the oxidation behavior of U-10 wt% molybdenum (Mo) fuel in the air at  
~200–500 oC. It was noted through XRD studies that U-10 wt% Mo was transformed entirely to 
U3O8 at temperatures above 400 oC. The addition of 10 wt% Mo lowers the oxidation rate of 
uranium at 200–500 oC. A previous study by Antill et al. [57] also noted that the addition of Mo, 
copper (Cu), and niobium (Nb) in uranium reduced the oxidation in air and carbon dioxide at 500 
oC. A silicon alloy was reported to have higher oxidation in carbon dioxide at the most elevated 
temperatures. There exist, however, commonly-known stable uranium oxides such as UO2, U3O8, 
UO3, U4O9, and metastable uranium oxides of U2O5 and U3O7. After 40 hours of air oxidation, the 
U-10 wt% Mo has formed UO2 and U3O7 at 200 oC, while U3O8 was observed at a temperature of 
300 oC. After the creation of U3O8, there is no other oxide phase but UO2 and U3O7 above 400 oC. 
Figure 2.4. (a) shows mass gain per unit area during the process of air oxidation over time. Figure 
2.4. (b) represents the weight gain per unit time against the temperature. A U-Mo alloy, uranium, 
and U3Si are shown in the plot. When comparing the uranium and U3Si fuels, the U-10 wt% Mo 












Figure 2.4: (a) The weight gain per unit area versus time at ~200–500 oC, (b) Rate of weight gain 






2.2.4 Degradation of Mo-cermet fuel containing PuO2-x. 
The oxidation of a prototypic Mo-cermet fuel having PuO2-x was experimentally studied by Miwa 
et al. [58]. In this study, Mo-cermet fuel holding 50 vol% PuO2-x with 2% of UO2 was fabricated 
via a conventional powder metallurgical route. Analysis of the fabricated pellets through XRD 
showed the two phases of PuO2-x and Mo with a fluorite type body-centered cubic (BCC) crystal 
structure. The cross-sectional optical microscope image of these phases is shown in Figure 2.5. (a), 
The grey represents the oxide phase, the white represents the metal phase, and the black shows the 
pores in the pellet with an average diameter of approximately 5 µm. Similarly, a TGA analysis was 
performed using 100 mg pieces of the specimens to determine the O/Pu ratio of PuO2-x in the Mo-
cermet pellets at pre-determined temperatures, precisely ~1200 oC as shown in Figure 2.5. (b). It 
was noted that the Mo-cermet's weight gain started at 1200 oC; the oxygen potential (∆?̅? ) of 
Mo/MoO2 was also recorded at 1200 oC. Because of the oxidation potential effects the 
thermochemical behaviors of the oxide nuclear fuel system, it is essential to determine the 
composition, temperature, and oxygen-to-metal ratio (O/Pu) ratio (2.00-x). The oxygen potential 
is illustrated by the following relationship:  
                                                               ∆?̅? = 𝑅𝑇 𝐼𝑛 𝑃𝑂                                                      (2.6) 
Where ∆?̅?  is the oxygen potential, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature (oC), and 𝑃𝑂  is 










Figure 2.5: (a) Optical image of the cross-sectional prototypic Mo-cermet fuel pellet. (b) TGA 
analysis of the Mo-cermet fuel specimen during oxidation at 1200 oC. The oxygen potential of 




2.2.5 Degradation of Ce doped UO2 accident-tolerant fuel 
Ha et al. [59] studied the oxidation of cerium (Ce) doped UO2 through TGA analysis. The oxidation 
reaction through the dominant pathway occurred in two steps: 
                      𝑈 𝐶𝑒 𝑂 → (𝑈 𝐶𝑒 ) 𝑂 → (𝑈 𝐶𝑒 ) 𝑂                                         (2.6) 
Given the increase in Ce content (0.136 to 0.332), an alternate pathway is proposed as: 
                                        (𝑈 𝐶𝑒 ) 𝑂 → (𝑈 𝐶𝑒 ) 𝑂                                                   (2.7) 
The increase in Ce content stabilizes the cubic (𝑈 𝐶𝑒 ) 𝑂  phase excludes the creation of a 
metastable tetragonal (𝑈 𝐶𝑒 ) 𝑂  phase, and prevents the creation of (𝑈 𝐶𝑒 ) 𝑂  
proportional to the Ce content. The UO2 oxidizes changing a face-centered cubic (FCC) structure 
to orthorhombic U3O8. This results in the disruption of fuel elements owing to the volumetric 
expansion related to the structural change [60]. In the evaluation of Ce on the oxidation of UO2, 
weight changes were measured in terms of temperature under constant airflow. The differences in 
the Ce content was calculated from the weight changes, as shown in Figure 2.6 (a). The oxidation 
reaction heats noted by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) are shown in Figure 2.6 (b). It was 
observed that the oxidation of UO2 is carried through in two steps, such as UO2 to U4O9 and U4O9 
to U3O8 [61–63]. These results show the two transitions for Ce contents from 0.025 to 0.092, as 
shown in Figure 2.6. The reaction curves in Figure 2.6 (b) shift to elevated temperature as the Ce 








    
Figure 2.6:  TGA (a) and DSC (b) analysis during air oxidation as a function of Ce content from 





2.2.6 Degradation of Mo doped UO2 accident-tolerant fuel 
The oxidation behavior of Mo in spent UO2 fuel was explored by Keong et al. [64]. In this study, 
on the addition of Mo in the UO2 matrix, the Mo content (atom %) was about 1%, 2%, 4%, 8%, 
and 15%, respectively. The XRD peaks revealed the oxidation of Mo doped UO2 at 300 oC, 450 
oC, and 600 oC, as shown in Figure 2.7. Previous studies showed that the U-O system could display 
oxide phases such as stable cubic UO2, U4O9, (metastable tetragonal U3O7), and the (orthorhombic 
U3O8) [64,65]. In the UO2-Mo matrix, the UO2 was oxidized and formed U3O7 and U3O8, as shown 
in Figure 2.7. (a, b). At 450 oC, the U3O8 phase was observed as the primary phase with a minimal 
amount of U3O7 phase with high Mo content of [15 at.%]. The U3O8 intensity was decreased when 
the Mo content increased, resulting in the inhibition of oxidation of Mo. The monoclinic UO2MoO4 
phase was observed for specimens with high Mo content of [15 at.%] at 600 oC, as shown in Figure 
2.7. (c).  
 
Figure 2.7: XRD patterns of Mo doped UO2 after air oxidation at (a) 300 oC, (b) 450 oC, and (c) 





In the oxidation kinetic curves, the weight gain of Mo doped UO2 was observed by TGA. It was 
noted that the maximum measured weight gains at 600 oC were 3.8%, 3.9%, 4.4%, 4.7%, 5.5%, 
and 6.6% for the specimens with Mo content 0%, 1%, 2%, 4% 8%, and 15% respectively, as shown 
in Figure 2.8. There are two different cases studied by considering a metallic precipitate of Mo in 
a UO2 matrix and (UxMoy)O2 mixed oxide as a solid solution (x+y=1) or the oxide precipitate as 
an initial phase. The oxidation reaction of Mo-precipitated uranium oxide can be illustrated as 
follows: 
                                       3 𝑈𝑂 +   𝑂  →  𝑈 𝑂 +  𝑂  →   𝑈 𝑂                                         (2.8) 
                                              𝑈 𝑂 + 3𝑀𝑜 + 5𝑂  →  𝑈𝑂 𝑀𝑜𝑂                                              (2.9) 
The two-step oxidation reaction process of UO2 oxidized to form U3O8 is shown in Equation 2.8. 
Additional oxidation was observed with Mo to produce UO2MoO4, as shown in Equation 2.9. In 
the initial stage, the Mo oxidation was not observed in the UO2 matrix. Mo inhibits the oxidation 
reaction from UO2 to U3O8 due to the protecting effect of the Mo/MoO2 couple. It was observed 
that after UO2 oxidation, it produces U3O8. When U3O8 reacts with Mo, it will then oxidize to 
UO2MoO4. These studies are also in good agreement with the oxidation reactions suggested by 
Imoto et al. [66]. 
 
Figure 2.8: TGA analysis of the oxidation reaction of Mo doped UO2 spent fuel [64]. 
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However, during normal operations, the fuel is exposed to high temperature and water vapor. The 
potential availability of oxygen and water may also impact the behavior of the fuel. It was evident 
from the literature that, apart from Mo-doped UO2 spent fuel, remaining fuels such as UN, UN-
UO2, UN-U3Si2, U-Si compounds, and U-Mo oxidizes in air. TGA analysis shows significant 
weight gain at elevated temperatures, whereas the XRD patterns illustrate the formation of an oxide 
phase. All of these fuels have an oxide U3O8 at the initial stage of oxidation, and the added metal 
was oxidized at high temperatures. For example, the oxidation of Mo in UO2 was observed at 600 
oC and was represented by UO2MoO4, as shown in Figure 2.7. However, the addition of Mo, Nb, 
and Cu reduced the oxidation attack in uranium. In conclusion, it has been experimentally 
demonstrated that the addition of metal to nuclear fuels improved thermophysical and mechanical 
properties. However, metals oxidize and have substantial mass gains at high temperatures. When 
considering fuels with metallic elements, Mo did not oxidize at normal reactor operating 
temperatures, and weak oxidation was observed at high temperatures. Thus, Mo can be a potential 





















MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 
 
3.0 Overview 
In this chapter, the materials selected, and the experimental techniques used are described. The 
experimental procedures for characterizing the microstructural and thermophysical properties of 
nuclear fuels are analyzed, and the added elements are discussed. The fabrication of UO2 and UO2-
Mo composite samples using the spark plasma sintering technique is analyzed.  
3.1 Materials 
The materials used in this project were: 
The commercial uranium dioxide (UO2) powder provided by Cameco (Saskatoon, Canada).  
Alfa Aesar provided the molybdenum (Mo) particle size of 150 µm with a purity of 99.9% (CAS: 7439-98-
7). 
Sigma-Aldrich supplied the Mo particle size of 100 nm with a purity of 99.8%.  
Alfa Aesar provided the Mo particle size of 60–80 nm with a purity of 99% (CAS: 7439-98-7).  
US Research Nanomaterials Inc supplied the Mo particle size of 35–45 nm with a purity of 99.9% (CAS: 
7439-98-7). 
 
3.2 Methodology  
The fabrication and various characterization techniques used in this research work are described 
below. 
3.2.1 Powder blending 
The planetary ball mill used to blend the powders of UO2 and Mo for making the composite pellets 
(shown in Figure. 3.1) was manufactured by Torrey Hills Technologies, LLC U.S.A. These powders 
were milled in container cups of stainless steel (285 ml capacity) with a ball to powder ratio of 8:1 for 2 
hours with a milling speed maintained at 200 revolutions per minute (RPM). Isopropanol was used as the 







Figure 3.1: Planetary ball mill (Torrey Hills-ND2L) at the material science laboratory, University of 
Saskatchewan. 
3.2.2 Fabrication by spark plasma sintering 
Spark plasma sintering (SPS) uses a combination of pressure, temperature, and electric current to 
sinter composite powder compacts. In SPS, the graphite die-punch is loaded with the composite 
powder to be fabricated and positioned between hydraulic rams. Pulsed direct current (DC) is then 
passed through the die-punch system, while the uniaxial pressure is simultaneously applied. A 
schematic of the SPS mechanism is shown in Figure 3.3. Generally, the applied field is low 
(volts), and the allowed electric current flow through the die is high (thousands of amps), which 
heats the die and powder and, combined with the instantaneous pressure, join the composite powder 
particles together [67–69]. In this project, the samples were fabricated using the Thermal 
Technology LLC 10-3 system located at the Kelowna campus, University of British Columbia 




Figure 3.2: SPS equipment- Thermal Technology LLC 10-3 system at the Kelowna campus, 
University of British Columbia. 
 
 





Compared to traditional sintering, SPS is the preferred method for the manufacturing of composite 
fuels [25,68,70,71]. It has been concluded that composite materials processed under SPS have 
achieved high densification using lower sintering temperatures, as well as improved mechanical 
properties over shorter holding times (minutes) [25,68,70,71]. There are many reasons for the 
higher densification rate achieved using SPS [72]. Overall, the following mechanisms are the most 
frequently discussed: 
(i) Spark—According to the spark theory, there is a spark generated between the powder particles 
during SPS processes. The region where this spark strikes the powder particles is exposed to 
spark impact pressure, which also heats the composite powder particle surface and enables 
bonding between powder particles [68,73,74]. 
(ii) Plasma—Researchers believe that because of the electric potential during the SPS 
fabrication, the sintering atmosphere procedures plasma. This plasma cleans the powder 
particle's surface and helps in the fabrication process [72].  
(iii) Joule heating—This theory explains that the powder particles are heated due to Joule 
heating. Subsequently, the surface resistance of powder particles is higher than the powder 
bulk resistance; the interface between the powder particles is exposed to very high 
temperatures. However, this theory is limited to illustrating the efficiency of SPS for non-
conductive materials. Joule heating theory claims that powder surfaces encounter temperatures 
as high as the melting point of the starting material’s [75]. 
(iv) Electric field enhanced diffusion—In general, fundamental diffusion theories illustrate that 
the distribution of metal particles is improved by the presence of an electric field [76]. Hence, 
the electric field present in SPS is believed to contribute to higher powder densification 
[68,74,77]. 
The SPS process is beneficial when fabricating a wide array of materials, including ceramics, 






3.3 Materials characterization techniques 
3.3.1 X-ray diffraction 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is one of the powerful non-destructive methods used to characterization 
the crystalline material. In this project, XRD was used to identify the phase composition of nuclear 
fuel materials. The XRD is based on the interfaces of the X-ray and the sample. The X-rays are 
produced by the cathode X-ray tube. The collimated rays are then focused on the material. Hence 
the wavelength (𝜆) of X-rays is of the same order of magnitude as the lattice spacing (𝑑) in the 
specimen; the X-rays are diffracted in the material by following the Braggs law, equation (3.1). 
The diffraction angles of 2𝜃  are recorded and used to determine the structure of the material. 
                                                                𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃                                                           (3.1)          
The XRD patterns of the powder and sintered samples are characterizations using a BRUKER D8 
Discover with chromium 𝐾  radiation of  𝜆 =2.291 Å. The 2 angle scanned from 20 to 110. 
Figure 3.4 represents the XRD equipment used in this research, having a Bragg Brentano geometry; 
adopted the following conditions: voltage 40 kV, 40 mA, step mode, and the sample oscillation 
XY plane with an amplitude of 2mm. The Xpert High Score Plus software is used to fit the peak 
profile for phase identification of the specimens.  
 
Figure 3.4: The Bruker D8 Discovery XRD equipment at the material science laboratory, 
University of Saskatchewan. 
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3.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy/electron backscattered diffraction  
The powder and pellet samples' microstructural characterization was carried out using a versatile 
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Hitachi Su 6600. The Hitachi Su 6600 model 
shown in Figure 3.5, is also equipped with an Oxford Instruments NordlysNano Electron 
Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) detector and Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS) detector that 
acquires diffraction patterns using AZTEC 2.0 data acquisition software in the form of 
backscattered electrons recorded by the phosphor screen detector. The EBSD was used to analyze 
the grain structure, grain boundary misorientation, coincidence site lattice-type boundaries, and 
texture of the specimens. The SEM and EBSD scans were measured with an acceleration voltage 
of 20 kV and a working distance of 9-10 mm. The post-processing of the obtained scans is 
completed using Channel 5 software by Oxford Instruments. 
 
Figure 3.5: Hitachi Field Emission (SU 6600) SEM equipped with an Oxford Instruments 




3.3.3 Density measurement  
The Archimedes principle is used to measure the pellet densities. TORBAL (AGCN200) density 
measurement equipment with a resolution of 0.0001g for accuracy in determining each pellet's 
density by immersing the pellets into the distilled water. The three readings were recorded for each 
specimen, and the average data with the error bar was reported. The density was calculated by the 
Archimedes principle [81] since the unknown densities can be computed by measuring the mass in 
air and weight in water using the following equation (3.2): 
                                 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑅𝐷) =                                    (3.2)            
Where 𝑊  is the pellet's weight in air and 𝑊  represents the weight of the pellet in water 
measured in the same units. 
 
Figure 3.6: Mass balance from the TORBAL (AGCN200) apparatus at the material science 
laboratory, University of Saskatchewan. 
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3.3.4 Thermal conductivity analysis by laser flash technique  
The laser flash analysis is used to measure the thermal diffusivity (𝛼), specific heat capacity (Cp), 
and thermal conductivity (λ) of the sintered pellets. In this technique, a high-power laser pulse (450 
μs pulse width) from a solid-state Nd: glass laser pulse is used to illuminate the pellet's front face. 
Simultaneously, the resulting temperature rise is observed on the rear face with liquid nitrogen 
cooled InSb infrared detector. The specimen is coated with the graphite spray for good absorption 
and emissivity of the laser pulse. The measurements were performed in the argon atmosphere, 
starting from room temperature to 900 oC. By measuring the time taken for the temperature rise in 
the rear face, the laser flash technique records the thermal diffusivity (α) of the samples using the 
Parkers relations [82] given as shown in equation (3.2): 
                                          𝛼 = 0.1388 ×                                                          (3.2)    
Where L is the thickness of the sintered sample, and t1/2 is half of the maximum time for the signal 
to catch the detector. Since the measured α, the thermal conductivity as a function of temperature 
𝛼(𝑇) measured using the relation (3.3): 
                                                       𝛼(𝑇) =
( )
( )×  ( )
                                                                      (3.3)  
Where ρ(T) is the density, and Cp (T) is the heat capacity at constant pressure as a function of 
temperature. The apparatus used to measure the thermal diffusivity (𝛼), and thermal conductivity 






Figure 3.7: Laser flash equipment (DLF-1/EM-1300) from TA Instruments at the material science 
laboratory, University of Saskatchewan. 
The pellets used in this analysis were disc-shaped and diameter about 12 mm to 12.7 mm in 
diameter and the thickness in the range of 2 mm to 3 mm. The specimen thickness was determined 
by averaging six values measured using a calibrated micrometer. The standard deviation of the 
average thickness was less than 0.02 mm. The density and thickness of the sintered pellets were 








FABRICATION AND MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF UO2 AND 
UO2-Mo COMPOSITES 
4.1 Brief introduction 
4.1.1 Fabrication mechanisms 
Fabrication mechanisms of polycrystalline materials facilitate the transport of matter along specific 
paths such as lattice, grain boundary, and surface. There are six types of mechanisms of matter 
transport during the fabrication of polycrystalline materials such as I. Surface diffusion, II. Lattice 
diffusion (from the surface), III. Vapor transport, IV. Grain boundary diffusion, V. Lattice diffusion 
(from grain boundary), and VI. Plastic flow, as demonstrated in Figure 4.1. All these mechanisms 
correspond to bonding and neck growth among the particles. They can also be commonly 
categorized as densifying and nonidentifying mechanisms [83,84].  
 
Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of sintering mechanisms in polycrystalline materials [84,85]. 
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(i) Non-densifying mechanisms include surface diffusion (diffusion of atoms along the surface 
of the particle), lattice diffusion from the surface (atoms from surface diffuse to lattice), and 
vapor transport (the evaporation of fragments that condense on a distinct surface). Therefore, 
these (mechanisms 1, 2, and 3) result in neck coarsening without densification. 
(ii) Densifying mechanisms include grain boundary diffusion, in which (atoms diffuse along 
through grain boundaries), lattice diffusion from grain boundary (atom from grain boundary 
spreads through lattices), and plastic flow (dislocation triggers the flow of matter). These 
mechanisms (4, 5, and 6), can lead to neck growth, densification, and plastic flow through 
dislocation motion [83].  
4.1.2 Fabrication of UO2 and UO2-Mo composites by SPS 
The UO2-Mo powder was sintered in an argon atmosphere using LLC 10-3 spark plasma sintering 
(SPS) equipment manufactured by the Thermal Technologies system at the University of British 
Columbia (Kelowna, BC) Canada. The powder was incorporated into the graphite die with an 
internal diameter of 12 mm to 12.7 mm. A thin graphite foil (0.125 mm) was used at tooling powder 
interfaces to prevent friction and reaction between UO2-Mo and tooling. The die was spread inside 
an analytical balance before filling up the powder. Once the powder-filled up, the punch 
incorporated into the graphite die. A grafoil disk was placed between the powder and the punch of 
the system. The die was then placed in the SPS chamber with a carbon sleeve. The carbon sleeve 
is utilized to decrease radiation heat loss at high temperatures.  
Once the entire die assembly was inside the chamber, then the Argon and sintering procedure was 
started. An optical pyrometer monitored the temperature during the experiment. The temperature, 
chamber pressure, voltage, and current were observed as a function of time. The temperature of the 
UO2 pellets was in the range of 1000 oC to 1300 oC. Whereas UO2- Mo-10 vol% composite fuel 
pellets were prepared at a temperature range from 1300 oC to 1800 oC at heating and cooling rate 
of 50 oC/min, 75 oC/min, 100 oC/min, and 125 oC/min. The sintering pressure was in a range of 60 
MPa and a continuous holding time of 0.5 min. After the sintering process, the pellets grounded 





4.1.3 Microstructural features 
The microstructural analysis of UO2-10vol% Mo powder and pellets was carried out to study the 
impact of Mo particle size on the development of homogeneous pellets and the evaluation of the 
porosity. The porous samples are expected to have lower thermal conductivity than high-dense 
pellets, and therefore, high-density composite fuel pellets are desirable in the fabrication of 
enhanced thermal conductivity fuel pellets. Yeo et al. [25] achieved the higher thermal conductivity 
of the composite pellets containing small SiC particles than the large-diameter SiC particles in the 
UO2 matrix. In contrast, microstructural defects such as micro-cracks in nuclear fuel could be a 
significant problem in releasing fission gasses during the nuclear reactor operation. The 15% 
production of inert gases such as Helium (2He), Krypton (36Kr), and Xenon (54Xe) are the 
constituents of the Uranium fission process [86]. These gas atoms form bubbles in the nuclear fuel 
and release from the fuel when they reach any open porosity connected to the free volume. 
The micro-cracks create open porosities, and a large amount of fission gas can be release through 
micro-cracks. Once the gas release to free space in the fuel pin, the pressure inside the fuel pin 
increases to a higher degree and this can contribute to cladding rupture and reduce the safety 
margin. However, the micro-cracking and interfacial debonding exist in many sintered composites 
and are a consequence of different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of the matrix and the 
particles [87–91]. Lu et al. [89] observed the thermal cracking in several intermetallic composites 
and noted that an optimum particle size exists at which the micro-cracking is suppressed. The larger 
particle size induces higher compressive stress due to the lower surface-area-to-volume ratio [87]. 
Moreover, researchers such as Todd et al. [87] and Watts et al. [92] investigated how micro-cracks 
reduced the strength, modulus, and hardness of the composites. Subsequently, these thermal cracks 
and the interfacial debonding in composite fuel pellets create abstracts in the pathway for heat 








4.2 Methodology  
4.2.1 Starting powder 
The powders of UO2 and Mo were milled in a high energy planetary ball mill (Torrey Hills-ND2L) 
containing stainless steel (285 ml capacity) cups with a ball to powder ratio of 8:1 for 2 hours, and 
the milling speed was maintained at 200 revolutions per minute (RPM). Isopropanol was used as 
the process control agent (PCA), and the six wt% of it has assorted with UO2-Mo powder before 
milling. These powders were then characterized by the x-ray diffraction (XRD), and energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and revealed a secondary phase in the matrix material (UO2). The 
SEM micrograph of the UO2-Mo powder provided in Figure 4.2 indicates that the Mo particle has 
a spherical shaped morphology, and the size has ranged between 5µm to 150µm, respectively. The 
grain size, texture, and grain boundary characters were analyzed using Hitachi SU6600 high-
resolution electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). The pellets were polished to mirror finish by 
grinding them with silicon carbide papers starting with 46 μm and gradually going down to 5 μm. 
After cleansing with the SiC papers, the pellets were polished using 3 μm MD mol cloth with 3 μm 
MD Mol suspension and also using 1 μm MD Nap cloth with 1 μm MD Nap suspension. The 
microstructural studies on the cleaned samples were carried out using a scanning electron 








Figure 4.2: (a) SEM micrograph of the UO2-Mo powder, (b) SPS sintered UO2-Mo (98%) pellet of 




4.3 Results and discussion  
4.3.1 Elemental distribution of UO2-Mo composite by EDS 
The homogeneous distribution of Mo particles in the UO2 matrix is observed using energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) shown in Figure 4.3. To understand the influence of Mo particle 
size and distribution of the second phase particles in the UO2-10vol% Mo composite, evaluated the 
composite with constant milling conditions and volume percentage. The 10vol% of different Mo 
(micro and nanoparticles) of 150 µm, 100 nm, 60-80 nm, 35-45 nm was incorporated in the UO2 
using planetary ball milling. The effect of the ball-to-powder ratio (BPR) and the milling time was 
optimized. After milling at different BPR and various time intervals, it was noted that BPR 8:1 
(eight times balls and the one-time powder mass) for 2hrs shown a good distribution without any 
contamination. And the milling speed was maintained at 200 revolutions per minute (RPM).  
The pictures of composites obtained with different diameters of Mo particles are shown in Figure 
4.3 (a-d). The uniformity of Mo distribution in UO2 was observed for particles of different size 35-
45 nm, 60-80 nm, 100 nm, as shown in Figure 4.3 (a, b, c), respectively. The more homogeneous 
distribution of small Mo particles was related to lower compressive stress due to the higher surface-
area-to-volume ratio of the smaller particles. The homogeneous distribution of Mo particles 
influences morphology, by minimizing the porosity and reduces the visible micro-cracks in the 
sintered pellets as shown in Figure 4.4. Therefore, microstructural defects such as micro-cracks in 
fuel can be a significant problem in releasing fission gasses during the nuclear reactor operation. 
Micro-cracks create open porosities, and a large amount of fission gas can be release through 
micro-cracks. Also, non-homogeneous large size Mo particles support the hypothesis that micro-
cracking and interfacial debonding is responsible for the reduction in thermal conductivity of UO2-
Mo composite. In Figure 4.5, the 150 µm Mo particle composite has the most severe micro-cracks, 



























Figure 4.3: Elemental distribution of UO2-Mo composite. EDS spectrum and elemental mapping 
of UO2-10vol% Mo composite with various diameters of Mo particle. (a) 35-45 nm. (b) 60-80 nm. 
(c) 100 nm. (d) 150 µm. Note the homogeneous distribution of Mo in the UO2 matrix identified in 
small size Mo particles in a, b, c. 
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4.3.2 Size effect of Mo particles on UO2-Mo composite by SEM 
The SEM was used to analyze the micro-morphologies of the UO2-10vol% Mo composite sintered 
pellets containing the different sizes of Mo particles, namely 35-45 nm, 60-80 nm, 100 nm, and 
150 µm. All the other conditions were kept constant during the sintering process. Figure 4.4 shows 
the microstructures of these composites, where the Mo particles appear black, and the brighter area 
indicates the UO2 matrix. The Mo particles seemed to be homogeneously distributed in the 
composites as shown in Figure 4.4 (a-c). However, as shown in Figure 4.4 (d), the composite 
containing 150 µm Mo particles, have distinct radial micro-cracks observed at the interface 
















Figure 4.4: Microstructure of UO2-10vol% Mo composite pellets containing various diameter of 
Mo particle. (a) 35-45 nm. (b) 60-80 nm. (c) 100 nm. (d) 150 µm. Note micro-cracks are originating 




The interfaces between the UO2 matrix and Mo particles in UO2-10vol% Mo composite pellets 
with different sized Mo are shown in Figure 4.5. The micro-cracks originating from the large-size 
Mo particles are presented in Figure 4.5 (d), indicating that micro-cracking is less severe in 
composite with Mo particles of size 35-45 nm, 60-80 nm, and 100 nm compared to the composite 
containing 150 µm size Mo particles. There were no visible cracks in the microstructure in the 
composite pellets containing smaller size Mo particles. It is also understood that with increasing 
particle size, there is a more significant separation between the Mo particle and the UO2 matrix. 
Figure 4.5 (d) shows the interfacial debonding between UO2 and Mo particles. These results support 
the hypothesis that micro-cracking and interfacial debonding is responsible for the reduction in 
thermal conductivity of UO2-Mo composite containing large size Mo particles. The 150 µm Mo 
particle composite has the most severe micro-cracks, and the large interfacial debonding can result 












Figure 4.5: Mo particles in UO2-10vol% Mo composite pellets with various mean diameters. (a) 
35-45 nm. (b) 60-80 nm. (c) 100 nm. (d) 150 µm. Arrows identify the micro-cracks in the matrix 
and between Mo particles.  
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4.3.3 Grain size, texture, and grain boundary characters from EBSD  
4.3.3.1 Grain size 
An EBSD analysis represents the grain boundary characteristic features of UO2-Mo composite 
pellets compared to those of UO2 pellets. Previous studies on UO2 have shown that the fuel pellet's 
grain size plays an essential role in the fission gas release and swelling [25,93]. The grain size also 
influences the creep; for instance, when the stress is lower than the threshold stress, the creep rate 
is inversely proportional to the square of grain size [94]. Since grain size plays a significant role in 
the fuel's performance, it is essential to have control over the grain size of the composite fuel 
pellets. The analysis of an EBSD allows the creation of orientation maps that visually and 
quantitatively represents the grain size of the sintered pellets. Orientation maps also illustrate the 
microstructural differences in a sintered structure like the porosity and the preferred orientation of 
the grains.  
The mechanism of grain growth was mainly affected by the sintering temperature. Figure 4.6 (a) 
represents the SPS UO2 pellet at 1300 oC sintering temperature having an approximate grain size 
of 5.5 µm. Whereas, Figure 4.6 (b, c, d) shows the orientation maps for the SPS UO2-Mo composite 
as a function of sintering temperature from 1300, 1500, and 1800 °C with an average grain size of 
0.9 µm, 2.4 µm, and 5.6 µm processed with an applied constant pressure of 60 MPa, constant 
heating and cooling rate 100 oC/min and a constant hold time of 0.5 min. It seems that UO2 without 
any additives has the largest grain size. The grain size was reduced after molybdenum's addition 
because the insoluble second-phase particles were dispersed randomly in the polycrystalline solid. 
Therefore, the grain boundary movement during sintering was pinned by the particles, and as a 
result, the grain size in the matrix decreased. The UO2-Mo pellets have 84% smaller grains than that 
of the UO2 pellets as shown in Figure 4.6 (b). 
Consequently, a comparable grain size of UO2 and UO2-Mo was observed at 1300 and 1800 oC 
sintering temperature. This outcome is because the addition of Mo decreases the grain size of UO2 
pellets. Therefore, the higher the amount volume of secondary phase particles the more important 
the pinning effect, which leads to the smaller grain size. However, the sintering temperature can be 















Figure 4.6: (a) EBSD maps of UO2 at 1300 oC sintering temperature with an average grain size of 
(5.5 µm), (b) UO2-Mo at 1300 oC sintering temperature with an average grain size of (0.9 µm), (c) 
UO2-Mo at 1500 oC sintering temperature with an average grain size of size (2.4 µm) (d) UO2-Mo 
at 1800 oC sintering temperature with an average grain size of (5.6 µm). 
4.3.3.2 Texture (Inverse pole figures)   
On the micro-texture of the specimens, Figure 4.7 presents the comparison of the inverse pole 
figure (IPF) triangle of three UO2-Mo samples sintered at 1300 oC, 1500 oC, and 1800 oC. In IPF, 
the distinct colors represent each grain's crystallographic orientation in such a way that the normal 
vector of the grain is parallel to the normal direction (ND) of the specimen. For example, the blue 
color grains correspond to <111>//ND, the green color grains correspond to <011>//ND, and the 
red color grains have <001>//ND orientation. The results demonstrate that the grain growth 
activated in SPS occurred with preferential crystallographic orientation, i.e., in UO2-Mo composite 
with and without grain growth, a preferred orientation is observed. The critical feature to be noted, 
as the SPS method, creates a steady current flow since the top and bottom of the sample could lead 






















Figure 4.7: Inverse pole figure of UO2-Mo composite pellets with various sintering temperatures. 
(a,b) 1300 oC. (c-d) 1500 oC. (e,f) 1800 oC. Similarly, (a,c,e) shows the UO2 phase, and (b,d,f) 
shows the Mo phase in the composite. Constantly applied pressure 60 MPa and a constant sintering 



















The texture of UO2 is rather weak oriented near <001>//ND at sintering temperature 1300 oC and 
moving to <111>//ND during the sintering process at 1500 oC. Similarly, at 1800 oC, the 
crystallographic orientation of the grains deviates from <111>//ND towards <112>//ND. This 
behavior could be attributed to the increased sintering temperature shown in Figure 4.7 (a, c, e). 
The texture of Mo is stronger and is oriented near <111>//ND with a significant spread near 
<011>//ND during the sintering process at 1300 oC shown in Figure 4.7 (b). At 1500 oC there is a 
strong <111>//ND texture and according to the previous studies (111) texture played a significant 
role in enhancing the interfacial exchange energy [95] and the oxidation resistance of grains found 
to increase in the order of (001) < (011) < (111) [94]. Since different textures were observed, this 
demonstrates that the SPS sintering is a powerful tool for producing UO2-Mo composite pellets with 
a wide array of microstructural features. 
4.3.3.3 Grain boundary character distribution (GBCD)  
The grain boundaries' misorientation angle analyzed for the UO2-Mo samples sintered at 1300 oC, 
1500 oC, and 1800 oC is shown in Figure 4.8. The misorientation angles are represented as a 
function of sintering temperature by having a constant pressure of 60 MPa and a constant sintering 
time of 0.5 min. Nerikar et al. [96] studied the structural properties of numerous symmetrical tilt 
boundaries with misorientation angles ranging from 12.7o to 61.9o. They noted that the lower 
misorientation angles consist of edge dislocations. Whereas, for higher misorientation angles, 
Schottky defects (point defects in a crystal lattice) were dominant in the grain boundary structure 
[96]. 
 
However, for the high angle misorientation greater than 15o during the deformation; the density of 
dislocation will increase and the spacing between neighboring dislocations decreases; ultimately, 
the dislocation's cores will start to overlap and the ordered nature of the boundary will break down. 
Our experiments revealed that there are very few relative frequencies of high-angle boundaries in 
the specimens sintered at 1300 oC, 1500 oC, and 1800 oC temperatures, as shown in Figure 4.8. 
This result reveals that SPS is, so far, the very flexible method for manufacturing the UO2-Mo 




Figure 4.8: Grain boundary character distribution (GBCD) of the UO2-Mo pellets sintered at 1300 
oC, 1500 oC, and 1800 oC sintering temperature at a consistently applied pressure 60 MPa and a 
constant sintering time of 0.5 min. 
4.3.3.4 Coincidence site lattice (CSL) type boundary   
The presence of special/coincidence-site lattice (CSL) boundaries of UO2 and UO2-Mo pellet 
sintered at 1300 oC and 1800 oC sintering temperature with similar grain size is shown in Figure 
4.9 (a, b) and the CSL boundaries versus frequency of the UO2 and UO2-Mo composite as shown 
in Figure 4.9 (c). Based on the misorientation angle of the adjoining grains, the grain boundaries 
are considered as low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs), high-angle (random) grain boundaries 
(HAGBs), and special/coincident-site lattice (CSL) GBs [97,98]. The different CSLs can be 
classified by Σ value, which represents the inverse of common lattice points in the boundaries that 
are formed between the two adjoining grains. Previous investigations have shown that low Σ CSL 





















Figure 4.9: EBSD map (a, b) band contrast with coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries. (c) CSL 







However, the high concentration of CSL GBs enhances the properties of the materials. In several 
aspects, such as lower rates of grain boundary sliding during creep [100,101]. Resistance to solute 
segregation, precipitation, and intergranular embrittlement [102]. Resistance to high-temperature 
fracture [103], weldability [104], resistance to intergranular corrosion [105], resistance to corrosion 
and stress corrosion [102,106,107], and resistance to radiation damage [101,108]. The low Σ 
boundaries of Σ3, Σ5, and Σ9 GBs shown in red, green, and pink colors. This result indicates that 
the UO2-Mo composite pellet can produce the significant frequency of the special/coincident-site 
lattice (CSL) GBs compared to the UO2 pellet. 
4.4 Summary 
UO2-Mo 10vol% composites were fabricated using the SPS technique without any sintering aid 
such as magnesium oxide (MgO) and Dinitrogen pentoxide (N2O5). A systematic analysis of the 
influence of sintering parameters microstructure, grain size, texture, grain boundary features of the 
UO2-Mo pellets has been presented. It was noted that by varying the Mo particle size, it is possible 
to tune the microstructural characteristics of UO2-Mo composite fuel. EBSD studies demonstrated 
that higher sintering temperatures result in larger grain size. By optimizing the sintering 
parameters, the grain size and texture of the sintered pellets can be controlled. The orientation maps 
demonstrated that <111> texturing was observed in the pellets sintered at 1500 oC. Our combined 
experimental investigations suggest that UO2-Mo composite pellets exhibited favorable 












DENSIFICATION AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF UO2 AND UO2-Mo 
COMPOSITES 
5.1 Brief introduction 
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the uranium dioxide (UO2)-10 vol% Molybdenum (Mo) 
powder composites and sintered pellets was presented. Demonstrating that there is no formation of 
any intermetallic products between the two phases during the SPS sintering at temperatures from 
1300 oC to 1800 oC. Both Mo micro and nanoparticles were utilized. An evaluation of the influence 
of processing conditions on the densification of the UO2-Mo is presented. The results reveal that 
without any sintering aid, pellets with a density of ~97% theoretical density (TD) can be obtained 
at a low sintering temperature of 1300 oC, and applied pressure 60 MPa, heating and cooling rate 
125 oC/min, and a holding time of 0.5 min. The density of the pellet plays a vital role in the 
performance of nuclear fuel. The nuclear fuel with the desired density is expected to accommodate 
fission gas release and avoid possible in-reactor shrinkage [109]. In this analysis, the effect of 
processing conditions such as sintering temperature, holding time, and heating and cooling time on 
the density of pellets was presented.  The relative density of UO2 and UO2-10 vol% Mo pellets as 
a function of sintering temperature was measured. The pellet's density increased from 94 - 99 %TD 
with the change of sintering temperature ranging from 1300–1800 oC. The results revealed that the 
choice of sintering temperature had a significant influence on the UO2-Mo composite pellet's final 
density. 
5.2 Methodology 
The sintered specimens were polished to eliminate the residual graphite foil for further 
experimental procedures such as X-ray Diffraction (XRD). The Archimedes' principle (Torbal 
density measurement kit) is used to determine each pellet's density. The three readings were 
recorded for each pellet, and an average with the error bar was plotted. The density measurement 
was calculated by the Archimedes principle [81]since the unknown densities can be calculated by 




5.3 Results and discussion  
5.3.1 Structural characterization using X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
Figure 5.1 compares the XRD patterns of the planetary ball milled UO2-10vol% Mo powder, and 
the SPS sintered pellets of UO2-10vol% Mo sintered at 1300 oC to 1800 oC. The XRD peaks of the 
powder and sintered pellets presented here were indexed based on the crystallographic data from 
the joint committee on powder diffraction standards (JCPDS) database [110]. The XRD analysis 
of the UO2-Mo composites carried out using the Cr Kα radiation (lambda=2.291) with a Bragg 
Brentano geometry; we adopted the following conditions: voltage 40 kV, 40 mA, angle (2θ) 
ranging from 20 to 110o, mode step, sample oscillation XY plane with an amplitude of 2mm. The 
XRD results illustrate that the peaks at 42o, 49o, 73o, 88o, and 94o respectively correspond to the 
crystallographic planes of (111), (200), (220), (311), and (222) of the UO2. The peak at 62o 
represents the (110) plane of Mo. In the UO2-Mo composite pellets, detected the (110) peak shifted 
towards the right due to the high sintering temperature, which corresponds to a change of the 
crystallinity of the material. The resultant peak shifts are in good agreement with the sintered 
diffraction patterns by Pikalova et al. [111] and Ahmad et al. [112]. The XRD result in Figure 5.1 
of the UO2-10vol% Mo composites, indicates that there is no formation of any by-products or 




Figure 5.1: X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the powder and sintered UO2-10vol% Mo 
composite pellets containing various diameters of Mo particle such as 35-45 nm, 60-80 nm, 100 
nm, and 150 µm. 
5.3.2 Density of the fabricated composites  
The density of nuclear pellets plays a significant role in the performance of nuclear fuel. The 
desired density of the nuclear fuel pellet not only accommodates the fission gas release but also 
should not cause any in reactor shrinkage of fuel that can occur with low-density fuel [109]. 
Therefore, having control over the density of the fuel pellet is very important. Thus, various 
sintering processing conditions on the density of the fuel pellets were analyzed by the Archimedes 
immersion method.  
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Table 5.1 shows the complete results of the density measurement of the sintered UO2 and UO2-
10vol% Mo composite pellets containing various diameters of Mo particle such as 35-45 nm, 60-
80 nm, 100 nm, and 150 µm. In this evaluation, the effect of processing conditions such as sintering 
temperature, heating, and cooling rate on the pellet densification was evaluated. Figure 5.2 (a) 
shows the relative density of UO2-10 vol% Mo pellets as a function of sintering temperature. The 
peak of sintering temperature was varied between 1300 end 1800 oC keeping all the other sintering 
conditions constant. The densification of sintered pellets was improved with the increase in the 
sintering temperature. The results reveal that the choice of sintering temperature had a significant 
effect on the final density of the pellet. Therefore, rising the sintering temperature from 1300 to 
1500 oC resulted in average density rising from 94% TD to 98% TD. Increasing the sintering 
temperature further to 1800 oC resulted in an average density ~98% TD did not cause any 
considerable difference in the densification, indicating that the maximum compaction of UO2-Mo 
occurs at a temperature of 1500 oC. 
Therefore, the results revealed that the pellet of the desired density of ~97 %TD could be obtained 
at a low sintering temperature of 1300 oC. With other processing parameters like a constant applied 
pressure 60 MPa, constant heating and cooling rate 125 oC/min, and in a short time of 0.5 minutes. 
Under these conditions, a composite with sufficient porosity to accommodate the light-water 
reactor (LWR) burnup can be obtained. However, under higher testing temperatures the 
compaction of the pellets ~98% TD the complete closure of the porosity of UO2-Mo pellets was 
observed. The results obtained from 1500 oC to 1800 oC sintering temperature with 100 oC/min the 
heating and cooling rates at an applied continuous pressure 60 MPa and a constant holding time of 
0.5 minutes are shown in Figure 5.2. Finally, the effect of heating and cooling rate oC/min on the 
density of the sintered pellet was analyzed by changing the heating and cooling rate oC/min 
between 50 oC/min 75 oC/min, 100 oC/min keeping the sintering pressure at 60 MPa and holing 
time for 0.5 min. However, at 1800 oC, further increasing of the heating and cooling rate of 125 
oC/min did not significantly change the density of the samples. Which is in good agreement with 
the composite of UN/U3Si2 analyzed by White et al. [113]. This demonstrates that a heating and 
cooling rate of 100 oC/min is sufficient to get a pellet of UO2-Mo with the desired density. 
Consequently, the density measurement clearly shows that using SPS we can lower the sintering 
temperature and the sintering time to 1300 oC and 0.5 min. 
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UO2 1300 0.5 50 98  
UO2 1300 0.5 75 99  
UO2 1300 0.5 100 98  
UO2 1000 5 100 94  
UO2-Mo (150 µm) 1800 0.5 50 96  
UO2-Mo (150 µm) 1800 0.5 75 97  
UO2-Mo (150 µm) 1800 0.5 100 98  
UO2-Mo (150 µm) 1300 0.5 125 97  
UO2-Mo (150 µm) unmilled 1500 0.5 50 95  
UO2-Mo (150 µm) unmilled 1500 0.5 75 96  
UO2-Mo (150 µm) unmilled 1500 0.5 100 95  
UO2-Mo (150 µm) unmilled 1300 5 100 95  
UO2-Mo (100 nm) 1800 0.5 50 94  
UO2-Mo (100 nm) 1800 0.5 75 89  
UO2-Mo (100 nm) 









UO2-Mo (60-80 nm) 1500 0.5 50 96  
UO2-Mo (60-80 nm) 1500 0.5 75 95  
UO2-Mo (60-80 nm) 1500 0.5 100 94  
UO2-Mo (60-80 nm) 1300 0.5 100 96  
UO2-Mo (35-45 nm) 1500 0.5 50 94  
UO2-Mo (35-45 nm) 1500 0.5 75 96  
UO2-Mo (35-45 nm) 









UO2-Mo (35-45 nm) 1300 5 100 96  




















Figure 5.2: The influence of (a) sintering temperature (b) heating and cooling rate oC/min on the 








The densification process is an important stage in the composite fuel manufacturing cycle, 
however, it is difficult to obtain the dense fuel pellets using traditional sintering techniques. The 
conventional sintering of nuclear fuels required a maximum sintering temperature higher than 2000 
oC, and longer holding time, and needs the help of various sintering aid. Therefore, the UO2-Mo 
composites produced by SPS revealed high-density pellets at a low sintering temperature in a short 
time without intermetallic products. The UO2-Mo pellet with the desired density of ~97 %TD can 
be achieved at a temperature as low as 1300 oC. An investigation of the influence of processing 
conditions on the UO2 and UO2-Mo composite pellets' density was explored. The range of sintering 
temperature, heating, and cooling rate (oC/min) has been systematically varied from 1300-1800 oC, 
50-125 (oC/min), respectively. Also, this work demonstrated that the densification of the UO2-Mo 

















THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF UO2 AND UO2-Mo COMPOSITES 
6.1 Brief introduction 
The improvements in thermophysical properties of UO2 has been an active area of exploration after 
the Fukushima disaster, the critical parameter in the reactor design and safety of UO2 fuel is thermal 
conductivity that governs the transformation of heat produced from the fission to electricity [22]. 
In the UO2 fuel, the thermal conductivity degrades with increases in temperature, which creates the 
risk of fuel melting. The composite fuel research is focused on improving the thermophysical 
properties of UO2, with special additions to improve the thermal conductivity [3,28,30,114]. In 
composite fuels, the excellent thermal properties, control of fissile material density, good 
irradiation performance, and superior mechanical properties are possible depending on the 
concentration of metal added  [31,33]. 
The Molybdenum (Mo) was considered a primary candidate due to its high thermal conductivity,  
high melting, high boiling point, and low thermal neutron absorption cross-section [35]. In this 
case, thermal energy is conducted through a percolation pathway; the thermal energy must pass 
through high thermal conductivity secondary particles and lower thermal conductivity UO2 matrix. 
Forming a higher heat conducting percolation pathway allows conducting the heat more efficiently 
[25]. To obtain the desired properties of the composites, it is also essential to ensure that the pellets 
have a uniform distribution of heat-conducting materials and high densification. To achieve high 
density and uniform distribution, the choice of synthesis route is important. Previously, Kim et al. 
[35] attempted to produce UO2-Mo micro-cell pellets through conventional sintering. These studies 
have shown the common conventional sintering to produce UO2-Mo micro-cell pellets. The 
sintering by the traditional methods still has limitations such as long processing time and 
difficulties in the production of the dense and high thermal conductivity UO2-Mo pellets. 
In this study, we employed the spark plasma sintering (SPS) method to fabricate UO2-Mo 
composite fuels containing homogeneously dispersed high thermal conducting Mo particles. 
Several studies have been pursued by many researchers on non-conventional sintering methods 
such as microwave sintering [36], inductive hot pressing [115], pressureless induction heating 
[116], and spark plasma sintering (SPS) [117]. Among these sintering methods, SPS has become 
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the most significant technique for powder consolidation. Ge et al. [117] studied the influence of 
SPS process parameters on the density, microstructure, grain size, and thermal conductivity of UO2. 
The possibility of SPS sintering for the production of commercial-grade nuclear fuel pellets has 
been illustrated by Timothy et al. [118], but further developments in the die-design configurations 
and tooling materials are necessary for the large-scale fabrication. Previous studies [119,120] 
pursued to overcome these limitations. For instance, Papynov et al. [119] illustrated the use of the 
non-standard molybdenum die instead of ordinary graphite die for the fabrication of highly dense 
UO2 pellets of the necessary quality. Moreover, researchers such as Balice et al. [121], Saoudi et 
al.  [122], Scott et al.  [123], and Muta et al.  [124,125] have prepared the mixed oxides pellets 
using the SPS route. Further, SPS can sinter the pellets with high density, and by processing 
conditions, the desired grain size could be controlled without the help of any sintering aid [126]. 
Therefore, an in-depth investigation of the effect of sintering temperatures and densities of the 
thermal conductivity of UO2-Mo composite is measured by considering UO2 as a control. However, 
the high thermal conductivity pellet reduces the fuel temperature during the regular operation, 
decreases the mobility of the fission gases and short-term accidents [35]. Enhanced thermal 
conductivity fuel is a highly practical aspect of fuel safety [35,127]. Similarly, our systematic 
investigations suggest that the UO2-Mo composite pellets showed an enhanced thermal 
conductivity compared to that of the UO2 pellet. 
6.2 Methodology  
The thermal diffusivity measurements of the pellets carried out using the laser flash technique (TA 
instruments-DLF-1/EM-1300). In this work, the sintered pellets' density and thickness were 
measured and remained constant during the whole procedure. The specimens used in this study 
were disc-shaped and diameters about 12 mm to 12.7 mm in diameter and the thickness in the range 
of 2 mm to 3 mm. The pellet thickness was evaluated by averaging six values calculated using a 
calibrated micrometer. Hence, the standard deviation of the average thickness was less than 0.02 
mm. The specimen is coated with the graphite spray for better absorption and emissivity of the 
laser pulse. The measurements were conducted in the argon atmosphere starting from room 





6.3 Results and discussion 
The thermal diffusivity (α), specific heat capacity (Cp), and the thermal conductivity (λ) 
measurement of UO2 and UO2-Mo sintered at different sintering conditions showed in Figure 6.1. 
The measurements are conducted three times at each temperature, and an average value plotted 
from room temperature to 900 oC. The average thermal conductivity values of UO2 are in good 
agreement with the literature [25,128]. The UO2-Mo composite pellets were considered on three 
different samples sintered at 1300 oC, 1500 oC, and 1800 oC, respectively, and the measured values 
of various densities shown in the plot. The UO2-Mo composite fuel pellets have enhanced thermal 
conductivity than UO2 pellets. Noticeably, the higher the sintering temperature, the higher the 
measured thermal conductivity. A maximum thermal conductivity improvement was observed in 
UO2-Mo composite at 1800 oC, and the increases are 65.7%, 83.4%, 97.2% at 100 oC, 500 oC, and 
900 oC, respectively, compared to the UO2 value. The UO2-Mo composite pellets show a similar 
tendency to UO2, a gradual reduction in conductivity with an increase in temperature. This trend 
in thermal conductivity measurement is due to the phonon-phonon scattering phenomenon in many 
ceramic and composite materials [25,129]. 
It is significant from the results presented in this study that SPS provides denser UO2-Mo composite 
pellets without any intermetallic products in very shorter sintering time, highly homogeneous 
composite by reducing the micro-cracks, and above all, significantly enhances thermal 
conductivity. Previous studies show that a smaller grain size yields a lower thermal conductivity 
[130,131]. The grain growth is mainly affected by the sintering temperature, the grain size of these 
pellets sintered at 1300, 1500, and 1800 oC was 0.9 µm, 2.4 µm, and 5.6 µm. Whereas UO2 pellet 
sintered at 1300 oC was 5.5 µm respectively, was observed by electron backscattered diffraction 
technique (EBSD). The sintering temperature at 1800 oC of UO2-Mo composite has a similar grain 
size as UO2 pellet sintered at 1300 oC, shown in Figure 4.6. The result of the thermal diffusivity 
and heat capacity measurements for UO2 and UO2-Mo composite pellets obtained with the laser 
flash analysis (LFA) is shown in Figure 6.1 (a, b). In this technique, the samples were heated in a 
graphite resistive furnace, and the measurements were carried out under vacuum from 25 oC to 900 
oC. The laser flash apparatus based on the standard propagation of error results from the nature of 
the thermal conductivity measurements. The relative error for temperature-dependent specific heat 
capacity is about 2% and is at about 5% for thermal diffusivity, and 3% for temperature-dependent 
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density [122]. In this method, by multiplying density ρ with thermal diffusivity (α) and specific 
heat capacity (Cp), the thermal conductivity (λ) was calculated. Examined data was in good 
agreement with the values for UO2-Mo micro-cell pellet by Kim et al. [35]. Still, differences do 
exist between densification and the processing conditions of the pellet. The data of Kim are slightly 
lower than in the current work. In this evaluation; pellet density, grain size, and particle size seem 

















Figure 6.1: (a) thermal diffusivity, (b) heat capacity, and (c) thermal conductivity of UO2 and UO2-
Mo as a function of temperature for samples sintered at 1300 oC, 1500 oC, and 1800 oC. The error 




Uranium dioxide (UO2)-10 vol% Molybdenum (Mo) composite fuel pellets were prepared at a 
range of temperatures from 1300–1800 oC by using SPS. Both Mo micro and nanoparticles were 
utilized. The thermal conductivity measurement reveals their dependence on the densification, 
grain size, and particle size of the specimens. Understanding the effect of the processing parameters 
on the density, grain size, and thermal conductivity enables us to tailor the sintering parameter to 
fabricate a highly customized fuel with desired properties. Combined experimental investigations 
demonstrated that the UO2-Mo composite pellet has significantly improved the thermal 


















CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusion 
UO2-Mo 10vol% composite produced by SPS revealed high-density pellets without any sintering 
aid such as magnesium oxide (MgO) and dinitrogen pentoxide (N2O5). A systematic analysis of 
the influence of sintering parameters on the density, microstructure, grain size, and thermal 
conductivity of the UO2-Mo pellets has been presented. The XRD analysis of the UO2-Mo powder 
and sintered pellets represents that there is no formation of any intermetallic products or concerns 
of reactions between the two phases during the SPS sintering temperatures from 1300 oC to 1800 
oC respectively. The UO2-Mo composite pellets were analyzed by electron backscatter diffraction 
(EBSD) to evaluate the grain size, grain boundary misorientation, and the concentration of low Σ 
boundaries of Σ3, Σ5, Σ9 boundaries for exceptional mechanical and kinetic properties. The grain 
boundaries responsible for several material properties that direct fuel performance, such as fission 
gas release and build up an imperative scenario in accidents by the failure of the fuel rod. 
The EBSD analysis quantitatively reveals that the higher sintering temperatures result in larger 
grain size. By adjusting the sintering conditions, the densification and grain size of the sintered 
pellets can be control. The orientation maps demonstrated that some texture closed to <111> 
orientation was observed in the pellets sintered at 1500 oC. The UO2-Mo pellet with the desired 
density of ~97% TD was obtained at a temperature as low as 1300 oC, this can potentially overcome 
one of the significant issues in the front end of the fuel cycle when problems related to the industrial 
processing with the SPS techniques are solved. It has also shown that by varying the Mo particle 
size, it is possible to tune the microstructural characteristics of UO2-Mo composite fuel. It was 
observed that the thermal conductivity depends on the densification, grain size, and particle size of 
the molybdenum powders. Understanding the impact of the sintering conditions on the density, 
grain size, intergranular pores, and thermal conductivity enables us to tailor the sintering conditions 
to manufacture a highly customized nuclear fuel with the required properties. Our combined 
experimental investigations suggest that the UO2-Mo composite pellets are more favorable with a 
wide array of microstructural features and enhance the thermal conductivity of UO2 fuel.  
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7.2 Future work 
The microstructural and thermophysical properties of UO2-Mo composites have been investigated. 
This research has proved that Mo-doped UO2 fuels with both the Mo micro and nanoparticles allow 
improving the thermal conductivity of fuel. A systematic investigation of the influence of SPS 
processing parameters of the density, microstructure, grain size, grain boundary characteristic 
features, and thermal conductivity of the UO2-Mo pellets has been presented. Future work might 
consider, other doping elements such as Chromium oxide (Cr2O3), Aluminum oxide (Al2O3), and 
Thorium oxide (ThO2). To enhance the grain size and further improve the microstructural and 
thermophysical properties.  
The characteristics of the oxidation behavior of UO2-Mo composites at temperatures ranging from 
25 to 1000 oC is important. Furthermore, the texture, grain boundaries, phase analysis have to be 
characterized after oxidation at high temperatures for new composites. The oxidized samples at 
high temperatures can be characterized by SEM/EBSD and X-ray diffraction (XRD) to develop an 
understanding of the oxidation processes. 
The irradiation behavior of the composite pellets needs to be evaluated for the UO2-Mo under 
reactor operating conditions. The thermal conductivity of the composite before and after irradiation 
needs to be evaluated. Also, data on the influence of fission gas release in the composite fuels on 
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